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Abstract - We report on a scalable application architecture for building news portals on the Internet. The main component of this architecture is XML Web services that provide access to the articles of each author, who maintains his/her pool of articles using a desktop program. Articles are kept in different databases for each author. Various news portals can then retrieve articles from the article repositories by using an XML Web services interface. This results in tremendous flexibility in composing content for news portals and personalizing it according to user preferences. Furthermore, authors of articles benefit from the availability of powerful desktop editing tools for maintaining their repository of articles. We demonstrate the utility and feasibility of this architecture through a proof-of-concept system implemented on the .NET platform using the C# programming language.

I. Introduction

XML Web services have opened new possibilities for composing applications from software components with well specified interfaces on the Internet. Portals, on the other hand provide a combination of "out of the box" and custom functionality to allow users to find, manage, categorize, and use content and applications [1]. News portals such as Google [2] and Yahoo [3] get their content from various news sources and present it to the user in a categorized manner. The user also has the option of making advanced searches for articles.

Considering the functionality requirements of portals, it is an easy conclusion that XML Web services technology could be of tremendous help in obtaining content for portals. In this paper, we describe a news portal architecture and application based on this idea. In our architecture, news portals obtain their content material from different sources by exclusively using XML Web services. The sources are article depositories, each one residing in a database, with an XML Web services “front end”. Each repository of articles belongs to an author, who maintains it using an authoring tool in the form of a desktop application. News portals then retrieve articles from authors by using the corresponding Web service.

The biggest advantage of our architecture is that it scales very well to an increased number of sources. Furthermore, it eliminates coordination problems between publishers and authors. Each author can act independently, maintain his articles, and anyone who wishes to use his articles can do so by using his Web service. We thus envisage many news sources “popping up” on the Internet (for example freelance local reporters) and virtual “newspapers” (i.e. news portals) accessing their writings and presenting them to Internet users in a format they desire.

Another advantage is that different components can be upgraded without any interruption of the system (for example, the authoring tool, specific database used, or even the Web services themselves).

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the overall system architecture. Section III gives a detailed description of the authoring tool used by authors of articles. Section IV reports on the “Article Server Web Service”, a Web service that provides access to articles. Section V describes the “News Portal Web application”, a small, “bare-bones” news portal that makes use of Web services to obtain and customize its content. Section VI talks about related work and finally section VII is the conclusion and future research directions.

II. The system architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the overall system architecture, where only one news portal is involved. We explain each component separately below.

The news portal is implemented as .NET Web application (with a .aspx extension). This portal obtains the users’ preferences, and searches the various article repositories using Web services to find and retrieve articles which meet the criteria specified by the users. These articles are then presented to the users in the form of a dynamically constructed web page.
XML Web services for each article repository provides methods for accessing, querying and manipulating of the database. Each XML Web service provides methods to access a different database of articles.

The information entered on this form is then passed on to the “Reporter” form where it is used to actually make the necessary database connections.

The authoring tool is a Windows client–side application implemented in the C# programming language on the .NET platform. It runs on the authors’ computers and allows them to populate and maintain their own databases of articles on a database server accessible on the Internet. Authors can create new articles, edit existing ones, delete articles etc.

III. The “authoring tool” for reporters

The “authoring tool” is designed to demonstrate the viability of the proposed architecture, and is thus a bare-bones application, as are the other components of our implemented system. It consists mainly of two forms, named “Home” and “Reporter”. Figure 2 depicts the “Home” form, which is presented to the user as soon as the program starts running. Basically, it gathers connection information to the database server from the user.

Figure 3 presents the “Reporter” form. Using this form, an author (or reporter - we shall use these terms interchangeably in this paper) can save his articles to his database, can see his list of articles, can retrieve an article by its article identifier and clear the form.
SqlConnection con;
string constring = " Server= " + serverid + " ;uid = " + user + " ; database = " + dbname + ":password=" + psswrd + " ; ";
con=new SqlConnection(constring);
con.Open();
string sql=" SELECT * FROM reporter 
order by articleid desc ";
SqlDataAdapter da = new SqlDataAdapter(sql,con);
DataSet dst=new DataSet();
da.Fill(dst,"reporter");
dataGrid1.DataSource=dst.Tables[0];
con.Close();

Figure 4: Code for establishing a database connection and listing the database contents

Just to give a taste of the type of code used for database operations, in Figure 4 we have the code for opening a connection to an SQL database server and retrieving the list of articles by an author. First, the code sets up a connection string and uses the string to open the connection. The variables “serverid”, “user”, “dbname” and “psswrd” are parameters from the “Home” form. Then a command string in SQL is written to retrieve articles from database in descending order. A “DataAdapter” object is used to query the database, and fill a “DataSet” object with the results of the query. The “DataSet” object is then bound to a “dataGrid” object, which displays the results in a visually attractive manner. We note in this code that the built-in functionality of objects made available to the programmer in the .NET framework resulted in very few lines of actual code being written by the programmer.

IV. The “article server” Web service

Figure 5 depicts the functions (so called “Web Methods” in .NET terminology) exposed by the Web service. The description of these functions are given below.

- **Take news( )** WebMethod: Returns the most recent article by an author.
- **Take report( string no, string fname)** WebMethod: This function takes two parameters: an article ID (“no”), and an author name (“fname”). It returns the article belonging to the author, and which has the specified ID. This function has been made available for the case when, for some reason, two or more authors decide to use the same Web service to publish their articles.
- **Take search (string q)** WebMethod: This is the most general of the Web methods: it takes a query string (whose format should naturally be known to the calling program) containing complex search criteria, and returns all articles satisfying the criteria.

![Service1](image)

To give a flavour of the programming required for programming Web services, the code of the “take report” webmethod is given in Figure 6.

```csharp
namespace news2
{
    public class Service1 :
    {
        public Service1() {
            InitializeComponent();
        }

        public DataSet takereport(string no,string fname) {
            con.Open();
            SqlDataAdapter DAnews = new SqlDataAdapter();
            con.Open();
            SqlCommand report=new SqlCommand("select article from reporter where articleid= "+Convert.ToInt32(no)+" and name="+fname+"",con); DAnews.SelectCommand=report; DataSet dset = new DataSet(); DAnews.Fill(dset,"reporter"); return dset; con.Close();
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 5: Web Service Functionality

Figure 6: "Takereport" WebMethod Code
V. The “news portal” Web application

Our news portal Web application demonstrates how a news portal can use XML Web services to extract articles based upon a user’s choices. It is implemented as an ASP.NET application, which means an Internet browser application is required to use it.

An ASP.NET application consists of “Web forms”. Our portal has the Web forms index, search, detail and lastnews. Their functionality is as follows:

1. **Index Web Form**: This is the main entry point into the portal, depicted in Figure 7. It presents a main menu about site content and navigation buttons.

2. **Search Web Form**: On this form a user can initiate a detailed search for articles. Criteria can be specified for categories of articles, reporter name, subject, date, time interval etc. The results are shown in the a “datagrid” object on the screen. The user then can choose to view any article in detail by clicking on its name, and he will be directed to the “Detail” Web form.

3. **Detail Web Form**: In this form, there is only a datagrid object which shows the full text of an article selected from “search” or “lastnews” pages.

4. **Lastnews Web Form**: This form displays the latest (most recent) articles of authors.

Our portal uses two Web services for its content. These are named news and news2 in the application. Figure 8 shows the code which invokes the “takesearch()” method of the two Web services.

```csharp
dr =new DataSet();
drs =new DataSet();
news2 ser =new Service1();
dr =ser.takesearch(q);
news servis=new Service1();
drs=servis.takesearch(q);
```

**Figure 8: Invoking methods of Web Services**

VI. Related work

In [4] the authors present a domain-oriented approach to Web data extraction and discuss its application to automatically extracting news from Web sites. [5] describes a news recommendation system that allows a news service provider to analyze its customer profile and then produce customized news services. This is a new approach that builds customer profiles from their browsing behavior and analyzes these profiles to produce personal news delivered on the web. In [6] the author discusses the characteristics of portals defined as web-based interfaces to applications. Knowledge portals are explained in [7] as being intermediaries for knowledge access and knowledge sharing on the Web. Finally, machine learning techniques are advocated in [8] for the automatic creation and maintenance of domain-specific Internet portals.

VII. Conclusion and future research directions

We described a scalable architecture for implementing news portals by making use of XML Web services. Our architecture achieves considerable scalability in terms of adding sources of content, flexibility of composing content, and decoupling between reporters and portals that make use of their articles. To demonstrate the feasibility of the idea, we implemented a proof-of-concept
system in the .NET framework which highlights the main features of the proposed architecture.

Future work along these lines would be to incorporate authorization and authentication functionality into the Web services component, so that an author might selectively make his articles available to his customers (i.e. portals) and may be even charge them for retrieved articles.
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